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INTRODUCTION

A Coiled tubing (CT) is a long flexible
steel pipe string reeled around a large
drum for storage, transport and
deployment commonly used in the oil
and gas applications including drilling,
completions and work-over.
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Coil Tubing Systems

Coil reel

Air compressor

 Fluid pump

 BOP

Crane

 Injector

 Truck
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OBJECTIVES
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Common Applications of Coiled Tubing
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Drilling 

A downhole motor is fitted with a bit
and rotates when fluid is pumped
through the CT

Drilling wells from surface with
larger 3-1/2” and 4-1/2” coiled tubing
has been successful in certain
markets

 inability to rotate the coil  limits the 
depths that can be achieved with CT. 
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Common Applications of Coiled Tubing
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Logging and Perforating 

Wireline cables installed inside coiled
tubing allows the deployment of
logging or perforating tools.

Coiled tubing can endure greater
tensile and compressive forces and the
ability to work in live wells compared
to traditional wireline methods.
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Common Applications of Coiled Tubing
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Nitrogen Injection

Coiled tubing allows the injection of
nitrogen at depth into a dead wellbore
to displace the wellbore fluid with
nitrogen. This lowers the bottom hole
pressure and allows the well to resume
flowing.
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Common Applications of Coiled Tubing
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 Fracturing -zonal isolation tools to pinpoint the fracture treatment

Milling Frac Plugs -Coiled tubing, mud motor and bit assembly is used to mill
out the frac plugs and clean the wellbore

Cleanouts – removal of scale, produced sand, frac sand and debris from the
wellbore

 Stimulation –restoration of natural permeability of the near-wellbore
formation by injecting treatment fluids into the formation

Velocity Strings -Coiled tubing is used to reduce the effective flow area to
allow the natural reservoir pressure to lift water from the reservoir,

Well intervention - scale removal, remedial cementing, clearing blockages,
fishing
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Coiled Tubing Application in Geothermal Sector - Kenya 

Airlifting -Menengai Geothermal Field

Coiled tubing applications in GDC
started in 2019.

CT used successfully to airlift Four
wells in menengai i.e., MW17,
MW04, MW08 and MW28.

 Fluid - Aerated soap.

MW04 sustained discharge for 2days 
before collapsing. Several Paragraph 5.

MW08, MW17, MW28 discharge for 
approx. 1 hr. before collapsing.
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Coiled Tubing Application in Geothermal Sector - Kenya 

Airlifting - Akiira Geothermal Field

AW01 measured depth of 2877m

Cold inflow inferred at 1200m
hindering the well discharge.

 pressure profile indicated a water rest
level at about 600m with no positive
well head pressure

CT used successfully to airlift AW01
with Aerated soap.

AW01 sustained discharge for 6hrs
before collapsing.
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Coiled Tubing Application in Geothermal Sector - Kenya 

Airlifting - Akiira Geothermal Field

AW02 measured depth of 3000m

 pressure profile indicated a water rest
level at about 600m with no positive
well head pressure

CT was set at 1128m, pumping done
for 52 minutes, the well discharged at
a pressure of 7.24Mpa for 20 minutes.

 Subsequent airlifting attempts did not
yield further discharge.
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Coiled Tubing Application in Geothermal Sector - Kenya 

Well Intervention – Baringo Silali
Geothermal Field

 Stuck pipe at KW03 – Korosi

 The drill string stuck at 766m (12¼”
hole section) due to formation collapse

 The coil tubing was run through the
annulus to wash the packing around
the drill string - jetting nozzle was
used

Due to BHA configuration, the coiled
tubing could not go past the 13³ ̷₈”
casing shoe (350m)
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Coil tubing technology presents exciting opportunities for geothermal 
exploitation. 

Deployment and retrievability while continuously circulating fluids.

Ability to work with surface pressure present (no need to kill the well).

Minimized formation damage when operation is performed without killing 
the well.

Reduced service time as compared to jointed tubing rigs because the CT 
string has no connections to make or break.

Ability to perform continuous well-control operations, especially while pipe 
is in motion. 

Highly mobile and compact. Fewer service personnel are needed.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Limitations to CT operations.

CT is subjected to plastic deformation during bend-cycling operations, 
causing it to accumulate fatigue damage and reduce service life of the tubing 
string.

 Limited length of CT can be spooled onto a service reel - height and weight 
limitations during transportation .

High pressure losses because of small ID and long string lengths. Allowable 
circulation rates through CT are typically low when compared to similar sizes 
of jointed tubing.

CT cannot be rotated at the surface to date. 
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Future of Coil Tubing Technology

Looking to the future..

CT is currently being used for a range of tasks that would have been 
inconceivable only a few years ago.

As larger diameter tubing and availability of hardware needed to handle it 
become more widespread, even more services will be devised and current 
ones improved

Conventional CT directional techniques will be replaced by geosteering, CT 
completion system will be refined and costs reduced. Logging with CT will 
become more extensive. Rigless well workover operations will become 
increasingly widespread.

If  they were not so busy coping with the present, coiled tubing engineers 
could look forward to the future with excitement.
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